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[image: Lauren R.]
Lauren R.
20:11 07 Dec 23

Niemann Flooring was wonderful.  Very honest people who did what they said they were going to do and showed up when scheduled.  Zac was very easy to work with and always got back to us promptly.  The carpet installers were very nice and never left a mess.  I highly recommend Niemann Flooring !!



[image: George P.]
George P.
17:40 24 Oct 23

Had a great experience with Beth in helping us choose the right flooring for our project.  She took the time and showed us every available option until we finally decided on the right type.  Would highly recommend Niemann's to anyone that might be considering replacing their floors.  Very professional and committed to your satisfaction.



[image: Karla B.]
Karla B.
20:17 02 Oct 23

I knew a brand and style that I wanted to replace the flooring in my 1951 home. Josh Roman (sales) was very patient as I asked questions and compared products. I took home samples to ponder over in my home. I got the quality of the LVP at a price my budget could afford. My choice was on sale. The installation was really good. Jordan (installer) paid attention to details and really took care to do a quality job. I am very impressed. Both Josh and Jordan were very professional and friendly. They earned the 5 stars I clicked on this app. I would recommend the sales and service at Niemmann's to everyone.
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University E.
22:01 14 Sep 23

We go to Niemann's for all our carpet needs. They fulfill our custom orders accurately, swiftly, and with quality customer service.



[image: Sandy C.]
Sandy C.
20:28 13 Sep 23

Love our new flooring.  Jeff was patient and went the extra mile to help us find just what we wanted.  The installation went smoothly and the floor looks great.  We would definitely use Niemann Flooring again.
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Charlesetta A.
21:47 12 Sep 23

The men who came to lay the carpet were very friendly and courteous. They did a wonderful job, laying the carpet. They were very neat taking out the old carpet and stacking it so they could be disposed of it. They did it in a timely fashion and I am pleased with the outcome. Josh was very help and accommodating when I went to the store to see what they had. I really appreciated his assistance and professionalism. I’m glad my job is done and now I’m ready to put in new furniture and go on from there.Rita Cavitt
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Ed S.
16:02 24 May 23

Beth helped us to choose our new carpet.  She is knowledgeable, efficient and takes pride in her work.  We were pleased with the whole process.  Thanks!  Ed & Givonna



[image: Potter's House S.]
Potter's House S.
20:33 31 Mar 23

We were looking for a good showroom of tile and found Niemann's American Flooring. Our sales consultant was Beth Dailey. She was very accommodating. She let us take samples home to view in our remodel job. She had plenty of knowledge and helped us with the tile and grout. It turned out just as my wife had envisioned. Thanks Beth!
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Willie C.
11:16 30 Mar 23

Great flooring.  I found what I needed as soon as I got inside!!!!!



[image: Brynne S.]
Brynne S.
16:09 13 Mar 23

Niemanns Flooring is a great place to buy your flooring. The sales staff are super helpful and make the whole process easy. They offer many flooring choices and their prices are good. I would highly recommend Niemanns Flooring for all your flooring needs!



[image: debbie M.]
debbie M.
16:35 10 Mar 23

If you are looking for a flooring representative contact Beth Upton at Nieman Flooring.  She was very knowledgeable in her profession.  She was very prompt in responding to any questions and finding out the answers.  I will definitely refer any friends or family to her.
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Tracy E.
15:50 10 Mar 23

Thank you to Beth and our floor installer from Niemanns.  Our floor looks fantastic and Beth was over the top very helpful!!!
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Stacey S.
16:24 18 Feb 23

Zach was great to work with as we began or flooring selection and very patient as we took home sample after sample. The installers showed up exactly when scheduled and stayed on the job until all vinyl plank and carpet was finished and we were completely satisfied. Installers were friendly, and very conscientious.throughout the job. They moved all furniture and even took care of unhooking and rehooking our electronics.
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Lowell A.
18:08 04 Feb 23

Beth is great to work with.  Would highly recommend.



[image: Patty H.]
Patty H.
21:10 13 Jan 23

This is the second time we have gotten flooring at Niemann Flooring and we received excellent service both times. Beth Dailey has been so helpful both times and is very knowledgeable and friendly too! The installers do an excellent job and leave your house in tip top shape. I love all the flooring we have bought from Niemann Flooring!



[image: carol S.]
carol S.
14:23 10 Oct 22

The waitress was excellent and anticipated our needs. The food arrived in a timely manner and everything was delicious. Thank you Texas roadhouse!



[image: Randy K.]
Randy K.
21:29 28 Jul 22

Good quality carpet. got it in a reasonable time.  Look great in our living room



[image: Phyllis Ann P.]
Phyllis Ann P.
02:09 07 Jun 22

Very helpful.



[image: Paula B.]
Paula B.
18:28 10 May 22

My wife and I put in flooring in our home.  This is the second time we did business with Beth at Niemann’s of Marion.  We couldn’t be happier with the product and the personal care Beth gave us on both occasions.  I would highly recommend Niemann’s and Beth for your flooring needsLyle and Paula BradleyOzark,I’ll.



[image: Alicia R.]
Alicia R.
18:04 10 May 22

We have used Niemanns for all of our flooring needs for more than 15 years. They have always done excellent work. Beth is extremely knowledgeable and helpful and very patient with how long it takes me (and how many samples) to make a decision. Definitely recommend.



[image: mechmannfr]
mechmannfr
17:36 26 Jun 21

Didn't have what I needed but we're very helpful and nice.



[image: Lara E.]
Lara E.
00:56 28 May 21

Customer service is tops!



[image: Tim A.]
Tim A.
20:24 15 May 21

Great deals on flooring. Excellent customer service.



[image: Scott S.]
Scott S.
17:42 06 Apr 21

Working with Niemanns American Flooring was an absolute breeze!  I can’t say enough about how knowledgeable and motivated the sales staff are. We had carpet picked out and installed in a little over one weeks time. The installers were extremely courteous and professional. The  living quarters we had carpeted looks custom fit and outstanding. Jan the saleswoman rocks!!!  HIGHLY HIGHLY recommend going through her for your flooring project!  Big thanks to Niemanns, 5 Stars from our family!



[image: Mike M.]
Mike M.
20:21 31 Mar 21

From an independent contractors point of view. Great customer service.Highly recommend.



[image: Jennifer Y.]
Jennifer Y.
00:55 31 Jan 21

Friendly, helpful, and courteous!



[image: Sarah G.]
Sarah G.
00:54 24 Jan 21

Great customer service and work- we love our new carpet!



[image: ray P.]
ray P.
20:22 08 Jan 21

we had carpet @ flooring done great job and agirl by the nane of Beth will take care of laa your needs,



[image: mattstubbsss]
mattstubbsss
21:52 01 Nov 20

Great service and freindly staff ask for beth!!!



[image: Larisa B.]
Larisa B.
22:40 29 Oct 20

I definitely recommend coming here.  It was worth the 2.5 hour drive for us. We will be coming back! Thank you for the awesome customer service!



[image: diane D.]
diane D.
18:49 27 Aug 20

Just had the upstairs of my townhome floored with vinyl plank flooring from Neiman. Could not be happier. So happy I’m going to do the downstairs! Also very happy with the staircase that I had carpet Replaced. Recommend highly!!!



[image: Julie B.]
Julie B.
21:30 26 May 20

When building our house we bought all of our flooring from Niemann. Zach did a great job helping me find specific items that I wanted.  I have also used them for flooring and installation for my office with great results.



[image: dietpepsi73]
dietpepsi73
00:33 11 Apr 20

Mario was very helpful and professional.



[image: Travis S.]
Travis S.
18:15 03 Feb 20

Beth is a pleasure to work with and the installers have been hard working and friendly.



[image: Jonathan R.]
Jonathan R.
00:45 20 Nov 19

Jan and the team at Niemann's make selecting and purchasing right carpeting easy. The installers are professional, on time, and most importantly complete the job right.



[image: Travis S.]
Travis S.
16:16 10 Sep 19

They are always a pleasure to work with.



[image: Creed W.]
Creed W.
22:24 20 Jun 19

We got all of our flooring for our new house we built here. Straight forward and easy to deal with. Jan was super helpful with picking out what type of flooring and carpet we needed!



[image: Tammy D.]
Tammy D.
22:24 03 May 19

My new hardwood floor looks AMAZING! Beth and crew were exceptionally helpful in finding the same floor as I had installed in another room 14 years ago! Bryan's installation work was fantastic as well! Everyone was very professional and I couldn't be happier!



[image: Lisa M.]
Lisa M.
21:48 02 Apr 19

I always get great service at Niemanns American Flooring in Marion, IL! Beth has helped me put new floors in my entire home, and now in our 3 season room we just built on our deck! I love the floors and working with Beth!The installers do a great job, are neat, and courteous!



[image: Howard C.]
Howard C.
21:51 30 Mar 19

Quality materials and helpful staff. Overall good experience.



[image: Dane H.]
Dane H.
17:56 05 Mar 19

Good experience from beginning to end. Good quality and price...Great service! Highly recommend!!



[image: Tim D.]
Tim D.
21:22 20 Feb 19

They have everything you need for flooring. I bought my hardwood flooring from them . Love it.🏄🏾



[image: David J.]
David J.
18:34 17 Feb 19

Awesome service and  patience from Beth Upton. She gave personal time to help us in our decision process and Neimans is providing service after the sale by warehousing our materials to accommodate our contractor.



[image: Elle W.]
Elle W.
16:31 30 Jan 19

I loved the staff when I went here.  The men who came to install the carpet were extremely professional and just very good at their job.  I did notice the carpet looked a little different when it was laid but now that it has been walked on and settled down, it is nice!



[image: Melissa P.]
Melissa P.
16:22 30 Jan 19

Great place to buy any type of flooring and tile for bath or kitchen. The people are great to work with and they are up to date with new trends.



[image: KYLE H.]
KYLE H.
19:46 16 Jan 19

I use Niemanns American flooring for my Schluter system supplys.  Beth Upton knows the products very well and can have them there with in a few days.



[image: jared W.]
jared W.
00:28 05 Jan 19

Great experience! Did what they said they would do in a clean and timely manner.



[image: Jeff P.]
Jeff P.
13:59 04 Jan 19

Niemann’s is more than just floor coverings. My wife and I wanted to build a custom walk in shower. We went to Niemann and met with Beth Upton. Beth is very knowledgeable on the Schluter water-proofing system materials and installation. She was very helpful for ideas and tips for us as we completed our diy shower. Beth was great to work with she also was extremely helpful in picking tile and tips for installing it. We were frist time tile- sitters. I or my wife Sally would gladly recommend Beth Upton to anyone who wanted to be treated like you are the most important customer ever.



[image: gary B.]
gary B.
20:34 30 Dec 18

Was very helpful when we walked in and listening to what we was was looking for found it got it ordered very quickly and live our new floor .will be back again, would highly recommend this store



[image: Erin K.]
Erin K.
01:40 30 Dec 18

We had flooring purchased for our new home.  From start to finish, Beth and the installers made this overwhelming experience a great one!  Almost a year later and we have had no issues and are very pleased with the products we chose.



[image: Gillian P.]
Gillian P.
01:37 29 Dec 18

We purchase all our flooring needs from Niemann's. Customer service is excellent!



[image: Judy S.]
Judy S.
22:19 28 Dec 18

Beth we have enjoyed working with you, our three rooms you have found carpet for us was awesome, we we're satisfied all three times, will definitely use Niemanns again,. Thank you, and carpet layers for a great job



[image: Lauryn K.]
Lauryn K.
18:49 28 Dec 18

Zach and his team have been amazing! They are very responsive, provide exceptional customer service and make sure to follow up after installation. Highly recommend!



[image: Ann B.]
Ann B.
18:29 28 Dec 18

I had the best experience at Niemann flooring. The staff were so helpful and knowledgeable. Thank you for helping upgrade my home!!



[image: Dave J.]
Dave J.
02:55 05 Dec 18

Always a good experience.



[image: Angela M.]
Angela M.
03:42 02 Sep 18

The people are friendly and very professional! I did think that the prices would have been a bit lower, but we are all quite satisfied with the outcome.



[image: Karl G.]
Karl G.
22:37 24 May 18

Great price, selection, service, and install!!  Overall fantastic experience!  No complaints whatsoever.



[image: Tara H.]
Tara H.
16:09 22 Mar 18

I just had luxury vinyl plank flooring installed by Neimann's and I couldn't be happier.  Beth was so helpful and allowed me to take a massive amount of flooring samples home before I chose just the right one!  The installers were efficient, professional and did a wonderful job!  Thank you!



[image: Jose L.]
Jose L.
22:14 17 Mar 18

Great place to work and they give the best deals in town😊😊😊😊



[image: Gail S.]
Gail S.
22:00 20 Feb 18

I went in looking to replace all my carpet. I stated what I wanted and I was shown a nice carpet. Never was I pushed to purchase the most expensive. I absolutely love my carpet. Great service goes a long way



[image: Ross D.]
Ross D.
18:23 24 Jun 17

The lady that worked with me was very helpful. Her name was Sandi bebout and she had to deal with a lot... .y brother is a contractor so I have him helping me build my house. Problem is we don't always agree but she was there to help me pick what looked best and what type I needed for my needs.. if I should so happen to need anything again I'm coming back! Thank you sandi



[image: Doug S.]
Doug S.
03:00 01 Jun 17

I've worked for Zach at Niemanns American Flooring, great guy,boss..awesome company awesome staff!! Miss them all!!



[image: Kerri B.]
Kerri B.
01:38 23 Apr 17

I put a "floor enhancer" on our engineered hardwood floors and the product left an awful film on the floors.  I reached out to Niemann American Flooring for advice.  Even though this flooring was put into the house before I bought the house and there was nothing to suggest the flooring came from Niemann's American Flooring, Zach Niemann went the extra mile to help me out.  He contacted the manufacturer and received advice straight from the source.  The manufacturer's advice and product recommendations that Zach forwarded to me were so helpful.  Thank you Zach!  Nice to see that level of customer service.
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mary H.
15:40 28 Mar 17

Terrifically awesome - Sandy worked with me, made recommendations, and the installation was terrific.



[image: Tresa Storto (Perfectly Posh B.]
Tresa Storto (Perfectly Posh B.
02:54 03 Feb 17

Excellent selection & great service! Very satisfied with both my home and now my business flooring as well.



[image: Jeff W.]
Jeff W.
19:49 19 Sep 13

I'm a professional property manager with younger tenants who are hard on flooring. Our company has done business with  Niemann Flooring for over 30 years. Both founder (Denny) and current owner (Zach) have been attentive, easy to work with and sources of good advice and service. I'm happy to recommend them to others.
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